
making travel effortlessly green



A Global Problem, with a Ticking Clock

Transport is responsible for 
16% of global emissions.

COVID-19 has shut down global travel and decimated lives. 

Air pollution = 3X as many fatalities.



The Old Approach

Result: Business profits grow, whilst meeting climate goals, and delivering cost-savings.

Report:
Inaccurate. Expensive. Inaccessible

Reduce:
Stop travelling

Remove:
Offsets 

X

Report:
Pinpoint accuracy
Live data & click of button reports

Reduce:
Optimise routes
Lower emissions per trip

Remove:
Align with "purposeful travel"
Sell SAF to enterprise

Result: Business growth takes priority, goals are unmet. Shareholders revolt. 

The Thrust Carbon Approach





Thrust Calculator

Thrust Engage

Roll-up all travel into one clear 
emissions figure.

We deliver reductions using 
carbon accounting + behaviour 
prompts + route planning

May 2021 
Emissions Report

The Carbon Intelligence Platform
Easy to use platform for reporting, reduction & removal software



We Begin with Exponentially Better Data
Our product suite is easy to use, web and API based SaaS

Award-winning carbon 
measurement & reporting

Build custom carbon 
budgets

Create personalised 
sustainability strategies

Nudge employees at the 
point of booking

Display/enforce dynamic carbon 
budgets inside booking tools

Provide dashboards & 
sustainability suggestions

April 2021 Report

Scroll to explore your 
personal, departmental, 
and company impact.



Innovate 
2020 
Winner

The Travel 
Hotlist 2021

Carbon 
Offset Prize 

Clients and Awards
Rapid growth during the pandemic a reflection of industry focus on sustainability



Thrust Calculator

Thrust Engage Thrust Advisory

Thrust Offset

Our Solutions

Our core product; 
Effortless and accurate 
carbon calculations over 
vast quantities of data.

Verified offsetting from a 
vast portfolio, available at 
wholesale prices.

Employee dashboards & 
behaviour change 
solutions for grassroots 
carbon reduction.

Bespoke carbon advisory, 
support and expertise for 
every business cases.









430 million days of video 
conferencing.

Driving a small car 452 million km 
or to the moon 1,175 times. 

Burning a forest containing 33 
thousand mature oak trees. 

In 2019, one client emitted 53,419.05 tonnes of 
CO2e from travelling. This is equivalent to:



Comprehensive Calculations



Intelligent Analysis



Intelligent Analysis



Across our client base, asking a client’s 
travellers to halve their repeat city visits 
(e.g. instead of visiting the same city monthly, visiting every 2 months) 
will reduce travel emissions by almost one 
third.

A modern travel policy should encourage 
longer but less frequent trips.

Thrust Carbon insight:



Above. Emissions display at point of search example.

Integrated data and analytics 
inside your booking tool.

Coming to an OBT Near You
Integrated point of search data with our key TMC & OBT partners



Display non-carbon emissions factors from our 
pioneering Thrust Carbon Hotel Sustainability Index.

The Future of Hotel Reporting
Integrated point of search data with our key TMC & OBT partners

Multiple configuration and display options, modelled 
towards improving the traveller experience, and 
nudging them towards more resposonsible decisions. 



Thrust Calculator

Thrust Engage Thrust Advisory

Thrust Offset

Our Solutions

Effortless and accurate 
carbon calculations 
over vast quantities of 
data.

Verified offsetting from 
a vast portfolio, 
available at wholesale 
prices.

Employee dashboards 
and behaviour change 
solutions for grassroots 
carbon reduction.

Bespoke carbon 
advisory, support and 
expertise for every 
business cases.



Reduce emissions by 
improving traveller 
decision making



In January 2019, economists published a statement in The Wall Street 
Journal calling for a carbon tax, describing it as "the most cost-effective 
lever to reduce carbon emissions at the scale and speed that is 
necessary." By February 2019, the statement had been signed by more 
than 3,000 U.S. economists, including 27 Nobel Laureate Economists.

Listen to the economists

But without the emissions data, this is impossible…

Supercharge your Data with
Carbon Accounting



Implement carbon budgets 
across departments, teams, 
and individual travellers

Your Company’s Live Carbon Budget



Influence travellers at the point of decision

Leverage our Thrust Calculator API to bring 

calculations into the traveller journey and 

influence them at point of search / point of 

booking.

Arm your travellers with the important details, 
when it comes to making their booking 
choice, to ensure they are empowered to 
travel in a sustainable manner.

Point of Booking Nudges



Let’s make travel effortlessly 
green together.

Glenn Thorsen

glenn@thrustcarbon.com
+44 (0)7922 748 896


